56 The main purpose of the economic expenditure of countries in research and development is to achieve higher levels 57 of scientific findings within research ecosystems, which in turn could generate better living standards for society. 58 Therefore, the collection of scientific production constitutes a faithful image of the capacity, trajectory and 59 scientific depth assignable to each country. The intention of this article is to contribute to the understanding of the 60 factors that certainly influence in the scientific production and how could be improved. In order to achieve this 61 challenge, we select a sample of 19 countries considered partners in science and technology. On the one hand we 62 download social and economic variables (gross domestic expenditure on R&D (GERD) as a percentage of gross 63 domestic product (GDP) and researchers in full-time equivalent (FTE)) and on the other hand variables related to 64 scientific results (total scientific production, scientific production by subject areas and by different institutions, 65 without overlook the citations received as an impact measure) all this data within a 17-year time window. Through 66 a causal model with multiple linear regression using panel data, the experiment confirms that two independent (or 67 explanatory) variables of five selected explain the amount of scientific production by 98% for the countries 68 analyzed. An important conclusion that we highlight stays the importance of checking for compliance of statistical 69 assumptions when using multiple regression in research studies. As a result, we built a reliable predictive model 70 to analyze scenarios in which the increase in any of the independent variables causes a positive effect on scientific 71 production. This model allows decision maker to make comparison among countries and helps in the formulation 72 of future plans on national scientific policies. 73 Keywords 74 75 Scientific Production, Publication Forecasting, National Research Expenditure, Causality, Panel Data, Multiple 76 Regression 77 78 79 Factors that influence scientific productivity from different countries: A causal approach 80 through multiple regression using panel data 81 82 Abstract . CC-BY 4.0 International license It is made available under a
1 Factors that influence scientific productivity from different countries: A causal approach through 2 multiple regression using panel data 3 4 Bárbara S. Lancho-Barrantes, Héctor G. Ceballos, Francisco J. Cantú-Ortiz 5 Tecnologico de Monterrey, Av. Garza Sada 2501, 64849 Monterrey, N.L., Mexico 6 7 8 9 Bárbara S. Lancho-Barrantes, PhD 10 11 ORCID iD: 0000-0001-9994-8886 12 bslancho@itesm.mx 13 14 Tecnologico 143 Nevertheless, to date, no single criterion could identify the influencing determinants because scientific production 144 could be altered by other imperceptible external factors. In order to contribute to the collection of studies concerned 145 about the behaviour of scientific production we have elaborated a regression model using panel data to examine 146 the scientific production of strategic countries through a succession of influential variables at the same time. 147 148 We selected a sample of 19 countries considered partners in science and technology with data from 17 year time 149 window. The originality and main advantage of this study is to apply multiple regression using panel data to a 150 diverse set of countries considered strategic partners in science and technology. Through panel data we can capture 151 unobservable heterogeneity, either between economic agents or studies over time, because heterogeneity cannot 152 be detected by time-series or cross-sectional studies. Multiple regression with panel data enables more dynamic 153 analysis by incorporating the temporal dimension, which enriches the study, particularly in periods of significant 154 and multiple changes. Panel data models are frequently used in statistic and econometric studies. Multiple 155 regression enables analysis of two important aspects when working with panel data that form part of the 156 unobservable heterogeneity, i.e., specific individuals and temporary effects. This technique allows researchers to 157 have a greater number of observations, improving of information quality and efficiency because increasing the 158 sample size, we obtain more information about the population and, consequently, the degrees of freedom increase 159 [37] . 160 In order to choose the explanatory variables, we followed an empirical procedure based on previous statistical 161 experiments with scientific production variable. Beforehand we selected a large number of variables which we 162 consider influencing scientific production however they were ultimately reduced by statistical procedures. Note 163 that even without an empirical procedures we could have affirmed that some external variables can influence 164 scientific production by research logic and observation of this phenomenon.
165 The variables chosen are the following: the most important is expenditure in research, without this economic input 166 we could not do anything in science. The second one is the human labor 'researchers', is also something reasonable, 167 since they represent the human force to perform research production. Moreover, the third is the countries' research 168 preference measured by scientific production in disciplines. The fourth variable is the higher education and 169 research institutions because they are responsible for hosting the scientific processes playing an enormous 170 importance in the production. Finally, citations were selected as another exogenous variable. Citations motivate 171 researchers to continue producing, collaborating, or developing a specific productive research line-when a group 172 of researchers collaborate and these collaborations are successful with respect to the impact received and citations, 173 this motives to continue collaborating. Consequently citations is a variable that encourages collaboration and with 174 collaboration increases the scientific production.
175 Therefore, we have chosen the variables which consider the most relevant for our study. We believe that could 176 make governments reconsider their scientific policies when assigning their economic resources. 177 A number of research questions are formulated: Could the selected variables together explain the scientific 178 production behaviour? If governments increase investment in science, by 1%, would scientific production 179 increase? Would increasing the number of researchers improve scientific production? Are a small group of 180 institutions responsible for increasing scientific production? Is a concentrated number of disciplines responsible 181 for increased scientific production? Does the total number of citations motivate researchers to continue publishing? 182 Our working hypothesis is as follows: variations in scientific production can be explained by the previously 183 identified descriptive variables (economic expenditure, researchers, research preference, academic and research 184 institutions, citation received) considering that these variables show dynamic behaviour over time. In other words, 185 we contend that a causal relationship between scientific production and exogenous variables can be captured by 186 regression analysis using panel data. 187 We are aware that investment in research is not allocated in an equal manner in all scientific areas, however we 188 have analyzed all countries with the same variables to make a comparison. In a future study we could dismember 189 the economic investment destined to the different areas and also account for the resulting production in those areas.
190 Similarly we would like to point out that investment in research is channeled and destined to different sectors, 191 however we consider that production can be seen as a way to materialize that economic injection.
192 In order to select a sample of countries we choose Mexico and its 18 strategic countries in science and technology 193 [38] . This is a diverse, consolidated, defined, closed, easily controllable and heterogeneous sample which could 194 be an example closer to the behaviour of the world reality. For this we consider this as an adequate sample to 195 answer our questions and test the hypothesis since this conforms a wide sample of countries. Table 1 276 Academic & research institutions (A&RI): Total number of institutions responsible for at least 50% of the 277 production of each country in a year. We identified only institutions that generated at least 50% of the annual 278 scientific production during the study period. We used this information to determine institutions' influence in 279 scientific production.
280 Subject areas: the total number of subject areas involved in at least 50% of the production of each country in a 281 year. We determined how many of the 27 subject areas included in Scopus are included in at least 50% of the 282 scientific production to verify if the degree of concentration or dispersion in research disciplines influences the 283 behavior of general scientific production. 295 To measure this effect, we have also created binary dummy variables to quantify the effect of the country on the 296 scientific production variable, which takes a value of 1 when the analyzed country is present and 0 when the 297 country is not present.
298 When extracting data from the UNESCO database, we detected incomplete data for some countries (i.e., Israel, 299 South Africa, India, Colombia, Turkey, Brazil, and Chile); therefore, to maintain accuracy we decided not select 300 these countries in the present study. An analysis of factors influencing their scientific production could be 301 explained with other methods in future works.
302 As a result, a total of 12 countries with 204 observations for the 17-year period were considered in this study.
304 2.1 Statistical assumptions
305 306 We consider that checking the validity of statistical assumptions required by multiple regression using panel data 307 is a particular strength in this study. We deliberately decided to mention in this paper the variables that did not 308 comply with the statistical assumptions instead of removing them or choosing others. We noticed that in some 309 published studies where regression analysis is used, statistical assumptions are not mentioned, obviated, or only 310 validated with respect to the multicollinearity assumption. This could lead to unreliable and imprecise results and 311 this is something we avoid in this study. 312 We consciously leave the variables that did not meet the assumptions to alert the scientific community of an 313 incomplete use of the regression in bibliometrics could damage the scientific results. 323 Multicollinearity assumption: In addition to linearity, another principle of regression modeling is that the 324 explanatory variables should not be correlated with each other. When two explanatory variables are strongly 325 correlated, a collinearity problem exists, and when more than two are correlated, we have a multicollinearity 326 problem. We used the following to identify if such problems were present: a matrix of correlations between 327 explanatory variables, the variance inflation factor (VIF), multicollinearity diagnoses, and the proportion of 328 variance. As per the correlation matrix, if two or more variables have a correlation coefficient greater than or equal 329 to 0.9, there is a collinearity or multicollinearity problem. If the VIF is greater than or equal to 10, there are 330 collinearity or multicollinearity problems. With the multicollinearity diagnoses, we can check the condition index, 331 which measures the association between independent variables. Its value is the square root between the largest and 332 the smallest eigenvalue. If its value is greater than or equal to 30, there are strong multicollinearity problems as 333 long as this value is attributed to the explanatory variables. The proportion of variance measures the origin of 334 multicollinearity. It represents the proportion of the variance that each eigenvalue has in each explanatory variable.
335 If two or more variables have a ratio of 0.9 or greater, this indicates that those variables have a multicollinearity 336 problem.
337 Assumption of normality: For any combination of the values of X, variable Y must have normal distribution.
338 Failure to comply with this assumption invalidates the statistical tests performed on the regression coefficients and 339 the future values of Y. In our case, this assumption is the easiest to validate given that we have a large sample 340 (n≥30), and in practice, according to the Central Limit Theorem of large samples, we conclude that our data meet 341 the normality assumption. 443 Table 3 shows that the adjusted R 2 value is 0.73, which means that the two predictor variables explain the scientific 444 production variable with 73% accuracy, which is quite acceptable. The predictive value of the model with its two 445 independent variables is high, as shown by the F values and statistical significance.
446
447 When the GERD/GDP and A&RI variables tend to 0 in the analyzed countries, on average, the scientific 448 production is 1628 (e + 7.395). The effects are seen when the percentage changes. For example, when the 449 GERD/GDP variable increases by 1%, the effect on scientific production will be 8.118% provided that the value 450 of the A&RI variable remains constant. In contrast, if the number of institutions increases by 1% and GERD/GDP 451 is constant, the scientific production increases to 8.564%. In general, we observe that both variables have a positive 452 influence on scientific productivity.
453 Table 4 shows the estimates of the model. This allows us to analyze the particularity of each country by applying 454 the dummy variables.
455 495 As can be seen in Table 6 , the United States dummy variable is significant with respect to scientific production. 496 However, the dummy variable for Germany's A&RI is not significant and will therefore have the effect of the 497 reference country, i.e., Mexico. 498 499 Fig. 1 Effect on scientific production of different countries when variables GERD/GDP and A&RI tend to 0 500 Insert figure1 here. 501 502 When the economic investment and the presence of institutions tend to zero, the scientific production of Mexico 503 is 7.068%. The dummy variables of countries that are not significant and therefore demonstrate behavior equal to 504 that of Mexico include Japan, Russia, Spain, and China. The effect of these countries is the same as that of Mexico, 505 i.e., when the GERD/GDP and A&RI variables tend to zero, the scientific production of these countries is 7.068%.
506 When these variables tend to zero, the countries that surpass Mexico in percentage of scientific production are 507 Argentina with production of 14.285%, France with 21.033%, and the United Kingdom with 22.123%. The 508 maximum value comes from Canada with 25.936%.
509 As mentioned in the introduction, scientific production could be increased through collaboration. In the following 510 
